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Animal sourcing and distribution
Photos: Alex kokourek; iStock; LSUAgCenter



A bigger supply and distribution picture!
icons: Icons123rf, Freepik.com, Iconshut.com



Supply and distribution chain 
for a single wholesaler



USGE Consignments received and shipped

 From 

◦ 22 countries

◦ 16 States

 To 

◦ 25 Countries

◦ 22 States



Animal welfare: stressed and sick 
animals spread disease

 26,400 animals on site

 80% were sick, injured, or dead

 around 3,500 dead and dying animals (12% of stock), 
mostly reptiles, being discarded on a weekly basis (=1.7% 
per day). 



Trade practices and hygiene



What does it really mean?
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Trade massive reservoir of 
pathogens



Dying to be pets

 75% of reptiles do not survive 1 year in 
the Home (Toland et al, 2012)



Folklore husbandry



Folklore husbandry

 ‘Reptiles wouldn’t feed, grow or breed if they were stressed 
by captivity’

 ‘Snakes are insecure in large spaces’

 ‘Snakes are agoraphobic’

 ‘Snakes don’t use and don’t need space’

 ‘Snakes don’t need to stretch out’



‘Reptiles wouldn’t feed, grow or breed if they were 
stressed by captivity’
False! 

Photo credit: Compassion Over Killing/Wikipedia



‘Snakes are insecure in large spaces’
False! Photo credit: Brocken Inaglory Wikipedia



‘Snakes are agoraphobic’
False!



‘Snakes are insecure in large spaces’
False!



‘Snakes don’t use and so don’t need space’
Then open the cage doors and find out!

 Example home ranges for snakes

 59.9ha, averaging 7.9ha, individual snakes travelled average 
273m per move. Baxley & Qualis (2009

 92 - 396ha, single movement events of 338m. Hamilton (2009) 

 21.1ha - 39ha. Miller et al. (2012)

 33ha and 1,528ha Hyslop et al. (2013 

 44ha - 76ha, and 156ha - 202ha for males and females 
respectively. Breininger et al. (2011) 

 22.5km2. Hart et al. (2015)  



‘Snakes don’t need to stretch out’
False! Straight line body posture



‘Snakes don’t need to stretch out’
False! Straight line body posture



‘Snakes don’t need to stretch out’
False! Attempted straight line body posture



‘Snakes don’t need to stretch out’
False! Attempted straight line body posture



Snake racks
Photo credit PETA



The smaller the cage, the greater the problems!

 In our recent study of snake behaviour in captivity, more 
than one-third of snakes were found to adopt a straight 
line posture within just 1 hour of observation.

 Our survey of clinicians identified 22 behavioural and 
medical conditions directly associated with housing snakes 
in small enclosures.



Inside a snake rack
Photo credit PETA



Real herpetologists and ‘erpers!

 “Once I couldn’t even spell ‘Erpatologist’ and now I are 
one!” (Tom Huff)

 Most ‘herpetologists’ are no more a herpetologist than a 
cat owner is a ‘mammologist’



Petsmart



Petsmart
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Petsmart



Swamp



Would not accept

Strongly 
contraindicated

A. Cumulative/
intensified 
hygiene
problems

B. Negative animal 
welfare 
compounding 
issue



Should not accept

Bad becomes 
normal

A. Greater 
pathogen
diversity/
prevalence

B. Greater
compounding
animal welfare
issues



Cognitive, emotional and social capabilities of 
reptiles and amphibians 

 Problem solving

 Use buttons

 Play

 Memory year on year

 Eye contact

Photo Pere Soler





Psychological (cognitive, mental)

 Innateness & hard-wiring

 Stimulation/arousal/alertness (environment, searches, 
social interaction)

 Understimulation (‘boredom’) lack of above



Ethological (behavioural, psychosocial, social)

 Spatial needs & overly restrictive environments

 Environmental needs & provisions

 Conspecific interaction (positive & negative)









Hyperactivity

Exploratory/

search behaviour



Common captivity-stress behaviour
Interaction with transparent boundaries



Common captivity-stress behaviour
Interaction with transparent boundaries



Hypoactivity

Sedentary behaviour/

Biological shut-down



Social needs
http://www.brackenbird.com/lovebirds

Social dependence

Social/antisocial 

tendencies



Game changer!



Summary of the issues & Solutions

Problems

 Trade sourcing and practices out of control

 Captive breeding no panacea

 Demand created by disinformation

 Folklore husbandry pervasive

 Reptiles typically unsuitable as pets

Solutions

 Bans

 Positive lists of approved only species

 Pet labelling

 Only scientific, objective information permitted


